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BOX,Real Life Soda Catalog with Can
One catalog of Real Life soda labels with a set of menu driven mesh soda cans.

FEATURES
• Transfer Only

• 1 Mesh book with animations, information & label
collection.

• Soda can with menu driven labels.

• The animation script swaps the top texture out for open 
when being worn.

The can is a Mesh creation with it's top images (open and closed)
by Jenny Collazo. The scripts are by Blu Heron and provided by
Jenny along with six of the main stream labels (Pepsi, Mt. Dew,
Dr Pepper, 7Up, Coke & Finta Orange.  I purchase these with full
permissions under a TOS. 

The labels I have applied are either 

• I've purchased an item in RL scanned it to edit and
produce a label (ie, the Monster cans).

• I've seized it off the Internet as part of the public domain
to deliver as is (ie. Jones Sodas).

• I've obtained a label somehow and have altered it for
humor. (ie. None yet...)).

Copy-able products can be redelivered. If you lose your items,
both the SL Marketplace and CasperVend systems can redeliver
your purchase. If that fails, please contact me.

UNPACKING CASPERVEND
CasperVend items come in a box and will probably show up in your Objects Folder. You'll need to rez the box and open it to copy to your 
inventory.  Since there are no copy permissions, you'll get a message that they have to move to inventory.  There is a Sandbox on the Milda 
shops.

UNPACKING SL MARKETPLACE
Markerplace purchases most likely will not be boxed and can be viewed in the contents tab on the product page.  Those items will go to your 
Received Items Folder in your Inventory.  Items with no copy permissions, will move in and out of inventory as you rez them and take them 
back.  

INFORMATION
Full project and artwork information at http://thunderchild.net. 

AVAILABILITY
The soda can products are only available in Second Life (SL).

The artwork and various products are available in Second Life (SL) and Real Life (RL). RL products are provided by third-party 

on-demand companies including RedBubble.com, Society6.com, Spoonflower.com and others
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http://thunderchild.net/
https://www.spoonflower.com/profiles/ajleibengeist
https://society6.com/ajleibengeist
https://www.redbubble.com/people/ajleibengeist
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